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Hope College Anchor
LXI-3

Official Publication of the Students of Hope College at Holland# Michigan

Homecoming Celebration
Will Sport New Features
Musical Comedy,
Acclaimed Actor
Queen Coronation
Will Appear Here
Will Top Events

Hopeite Writes
Musical Comedy

October 14, 1948

Hope Campus Evinces
International Look

An original musical comedy entitled "Washington Conference"
will be presented the evenings of
October 29 and 30 at the Women's
Literary Club, under the direction
of Warren Eickelberg.
Cast in the leading roles are
Claire Wierenga, Robert Kranendonk, Jean Snow, Jack Robins,
Mickie Van Egmond, Richard Leonard, and Bill Dykstra. Eickelberg
is co-writer with Kevin Kennedy
of the words and music of this
story of newspaper men and politics at an international monetary
conference.
The Student Council is sponsoring this production as a part of
Homecoming activities, and Pallette and Masque is assisting with
the staging. The H o m e c o m i n g
queen will be present at the Friday evening performance. All profits will be added to the College
Building Fund. Tickets will be
available t h r o u g h the Student
Max Frego enjoys a good laugh with Hope's two Ethiopians
who reCouncil.
cently arrived on the campus.
Left to right are Ketema
Yifru, Yohannes

H e d l e y H e p w o r t h , celebrated
This year, Homecoming will fea- English actor of the platform, will
ture as its highlights, the Annual appear before the student body on
tug-of-war, a musical, the corona- Tuesday, October 19th. Now on his
fifth transcontinental tour, Heption of Homecoming Queen, and
worth will present a program from
the football game with Albion. Also his store of characters based on
featured will be the finals of the the works of Charles Dickens.
Singles Tennis Tournament, the
Considered one of B r i t a i n ' s
parade of floats, the Alumni buf- foremost authorities on Dickens,
fet supper, and the Musical Arts Hedley Hepworth has performed
on platforms all over the United
Vesper Service.
States, throughout the British Isles
The members of the executive and in many Canadian theatres.
committee in charge of homecomHis disguises are so clever that
he
was of great aid to the British
ing are: Clayton Van Hall and Jan
Secret
Service during the war.
Joldersma as co-chairmen; Betty
Shifting from one coastal town to
Weaver, Bill Hoeinga, Ed Dunning,
another Hepworth impersonated a
Lamont Dirkse, Phil Meengs, Jean British stevedore and turned up
Rivenberg, Ann Wolters, Rodger valuable i n f o r m a t i o n regarding
leaks in shipping information. He
Decker and Tim Harrison.
The Frosh-Soph tug-of-war will was credited also with assistance
in uncovering one of England's
take place Friday at 4 P. M. at
worst black market operations.
(or rather in) Black River. The
Hepworth has been filing numerresult of this will determine wheth- ous engagements since returning
The Hope chapter of the Blue
er or not the Frosh will "pot" to to the United States. Acclaimed by Key National Honor Fraternity repress and public alike he has been
the Sophs.
cently announced the addition of
in great demand for radio and teletwo members. Those selected were
The Pep Rally, at 7 P. M. will vision appearances.
Roger D. Kempers of Holland and
feature a new addition to homeHerman J. Ridder of Lansing, Illicoming — the coronation of homenois.
coming Queen. The queen will be
The new members were initiated
selected on basis of appearance
into the Honor Fraternity at a
and poise, by a committee of varibusiness meeting on the evening
The
Milestone
Staff
met
for
a
of
Oct. 11. The business meeting
ous students and faculty members.
business and social meeting at the was followed by a dinner at the
She will be chosen from the eight
home of Mr. Clyde Geerlings on Dutch Mill restaurant.
court members, oi which two were the evening of October 6.
Blue Key is made up of senior
selected from each class. The queen
Editor-in-Chief Max Frego anmen chosen because of their indiwill be crowned at 7:30 'by the nounced that Ed Adler and Jim vidual academic attainments comCaptain of the football team, and Hoffman will take pictures for this bined with their participation in
year's Milestone.
student activities.
the court members will be escorted
Larry Masse, picture editor anby other members of the team.
nounces the schedule which is to
Following the finals of the Ten- be as follows: freshmen,. October
nis Tournament, the parade will 18, 12:30—3:00 and October 19,
begin at 10:30 Saturday morning. 3:00—5:00; sophomores, October
The queen and her court will again 21, 12:30—3:00 and October 22,
appear, riding in convertibles. A 3:00—5:00; juniors, October 25,
Tryouts were recently held for
special box will be reserved for 12:30—3:00 and October 26, 3:00—
the
John Arendshorst Music Scholthe queen at the game, taking 5:00; seniors October 28, 12:30—
arships.
Three of these scholarplace at 2:00. During the half, she 3:00 and October 29, 3:00—5:00;
ships
in
voice, orchestral instruwill announce the winning float, the special students—same as seniors.
ments
and
piano are open to memwinner of the tennis tournament,
All pictures will be taken by
and will award the house decorat- Albert Schaafsma in the 4th floor bers of the freshman class regarding prize. The game will be fol- art studio of the science building. less of whether they are music
lowed by the alumni supper at 6 The cost will be 50 cents per per- majors. A fourth scholarship in
organ is available to a promising
P. M., and open house for the son.
member of the sophomore class.
dorms and campus buildings will
Seniors may have their pictures
The
scholarships each consist of
begin at 9 P. M.
taken elsewhere if desired. If such
one lesson a week for an entire
A musical, written by Warren is the case, they must furnish a
year.
Eickelberg, will be presented by glossy print with a head size of
All tryouts were competitive and
Palette and Masque on Friday and 1 by li/2 inches. These pictures
candidates
performed before memSaturday evenings at 8:30 P. M. must be turned into Dusaar's Photo
bers
of
the
Hope College Music
At the Friday evening perform- Shop at Van Vleck Hall before
Faculty.
The
voice, piano and inance, seats will be reserved for the Christmas vacation. If their picstrumental
hearings
were held on
queen and her escort.
tures are taken at school, however,
Homecoming will draw to a they may secure extra prints at Monday evening, October 4. The
close with a vesper service in the the cost of 50 cents a dozen, $1.20 organ candidates were tested at a
chapel at 4 P. M. Sunday after- a dozen for heavy double-weight later date. The results of the competition will be announced when
noon. This will be presented by the finish paper.
Musical Arts Club, a club made
Any students who desire to use the list of scholarship winners is
up of students interested in musi- their last year's p i c t u r e a t a complete.
Members of the Hope College
cal affairs.
charge of 15 cents may do so.
Music Faculty who acted as judges
are: Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, Mrs.
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE — 1948-49
Harold J. Karsten, Mrs. Stanley
Baughman, Miss Hazel Paalman,
Time
Meeting
Activity
Miss Jantina Holleman, Mr. Mor4:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Monday
Anchor
rette Rider, Mr. Milton Johnston,
4:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Monday
Messiah
and Mr. Robert W. Cavanaugh.
5:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Monday
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet
5:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Monday
Philosophy Club
7:30 P.M. 1 Monday
Spanish Club
7:30 P.M. 1 Monday
Elementary Teachers
7:30 P.M. 1 Monday
Sociology Club
7:30 P.M. 1, 3, Monday
Biology
7:30 P.M. 1, 3, Monday
Photography
Prof. Edward S. Avison will ad7:30 P.M. 2 Monday
French Club
dress'aTomTmeenng^or^'Y''
Oct.
7:30 P.M. 2 Monday
German Club
19. His address will concern it7:30 P.M. 2 Monday
Chess Club
7:30 P.M. 3 Monday
Kappa Delta
self with the book entitled "Jesus,
7:30 P.M. 3 Monday
Alpha Chi
Son of Man — his words and deeds
6:30 P.M. 4 Monday
Faculty Meeting
told by those who knew him". The
4:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Tuesday
Glee Clubs
author is Kahlil Gibran.
5:00 P.M. 1, 3, Tuesday
W. A. A.
At the October 12 meeting of
7:15 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Tuesday
YWCA and YMCA
6:45 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Tuesday
YW Cabinet
YM, C. N o m a Fischer, seminary
4:00 P.M. 1, 3, Wednesday
IRC
student at Western, was in charge.
5:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Wednesday
House Board
Fischer did cartoon aketchea and
7:30 P.M. 3 Wednesday
Pi Kappa Delta
color
drawinga related to Biblical
4:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Thursday
Glee Clubs
themea. He haa done this work in5:00 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Thursday
W A L
5:00 P.M. 1, 3, Thursday
A D D
termittently for eight yeara.
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 1, 2, 3, 4, Thursday
.....Girls' Sports
The YW scheduled a meeting for
7:30 P.M. 1 Thursday —
P&M
the aame date and had for their
7:30 P.M. 2 Thursday —
Musical Arts
theme "The Importance of Going
7:30 P.M. 3 Thursday
English Majors
to Church". At the time the An7:30 P.M. 4 Thursday —
Mathematics
chor went to preaa, the delegated
7:30 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Friday
Societies
apeaker waa not able to be preaent
7:30 P.M. 1, 2, 3, 4, Saturday
World Adventures Series
and another as yet hadn't been
•elected.

Blue Key Selects
Two Senior Men

Milestone Editors
Schedule Pictures

Music Scholarships
Will Be Awarded

Joint 'Y' Meeting
To Hear Address

Menhir

and Max

Frego.

Registrar Releases P&M's Theater
Enrollment Figures To Be Completed
Final enrollment figures at Hope
College show a total of 1177, it
was announced recently by Prof.
Paul E. Hinkamp, college registrar. Breakdown figures show a
total of 406 as veterans and 771
non-veterans. 360 of the students
are women and 817 are men.
Michigan leads the college with
662 of which 384 are local. New
York is next with 170 and New
Jersey is third with 109. Other
states represented in numerical order are Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, California, S. Dakota, Minnesota, Massachusetts, A l a b a m a , Montana,
Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Texas, Connecticut, Maryland, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Mississippi,
New Mexico, New Hampshire and
Washington.

Hope Men's Glee Club
Elects Six Officers
At a recent meeting of the Hope
College Men's Glee Club, the group
elected its officers for the coming
year. Many of those chosen sened
as officers last year and all of
them are veterans of last year's
midwestern concert tour. T. S. Harrison will once more serve as president with Russ Norden to assist
him. Jerry Viening will act as
Business Manager with Ed Stetson as his assistant. Harlan Failor
was chosen Secretary-treasurer.
Lee Sneden will again serve as
Student conductor and Herb Ritsema as accompanist.
o

RCA Peace Committee
Will Meet On Campus
The Committee of International
Justice and Good Will will have
its semi-annual meeting on Hope's
Campus, November 8 and 9 as reported by Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra.
Dr. Dykstra is a member of this
committee which is a function of
the Reformed Church in America.
In the evening of the 8th, a public
meeting will be held in one of the
local churches.

Lubbers Attends
New York Meeting
On October 5 and 6 Dr. Lubbers
attended the Board of Education
meeting of the Reformed churches.
This meeting took place in New
York where its offices are located.
This is an annual meeting. The
Reformed Churches of America
support two theological aeminariea,
two four year collegea, and two
academiea. The purpose of thia
meeting ia to conaider the affaira
and current problema relating to
theae inatitutiona. Dr. John R.
Mulder, preaident of the Western
Theological Seminary, waa alao
preaent at thia meeting. Dr. Lubbera haa been invited to attend the
inauguration aervicea of Dwight
Eiaenhower at Columbia Univeraity which will take place October

12.

By the end of October, Palette
and Masque, under the direction of
Professor Edward Avison, will be
the proud possessor of a Little
Theater, c o m p l e t e with stage,
dressing rooms, projection booth,
and the traditional thespian Green
Room, in the fourth floor of the
Science Building. To commemorate
the completion of this transformation, the group will present early
in November three one-act plays,
"The Powers That Be," "The Boor,"
and "The Man In the Bowler Hat,"
directed by Prof. Avison, Ray Martin, and Doug Cameron respectively.
The morality play "Everyman"
is now being cast for production in
December. The first meeting for
old and new members was held last
Friday afternoon. Doug Cameron
is president of the group, assisted
by Vice-President Irene Heemstra,
and S e c r e t a r y - T r e a s u r e r Ann
Cousins.

Frissel to Speak
At Research Lab
Harry Frissel, associate professor of physics at Hope has been
invited to speak at the Naval Research laboratory in Washington,
D. C., October 20, it was announced
recently by Prof. Clarence Kleis,
head of the physics department.
Prof. Frissel will speak on the subject "Shock and Vibration," before
a conference of scientists being
held at the laboratory.
Before coming to Hope, Prof.
Frissel was connected with the
Cornell Research laboratories, Buffalo, N. Y., where he specialized
in airplane wing vibration.

Eighteen Students
Help Make Hope
Cosmopolitan
With the addition of two students from Ethiopia, Hope College
has become cosmopolitan again
with an enrollment of foreign students totalling sixteen. This figure
will again be increased with the
arrival of two students from Germany in the very near future.
Yohannes Menkir and Ketema
Yifru, coming from Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, entered Hope on September 27th. The two young men,
graduates of Haile Selassie High
School in Addis, Ababa, where they
were honor students, are attending
Hope College through the efforts
of the Ethiopian Government and
the American Association of Colleges.
Menkir, whose father is a lawyer
in Addis Ababa, is one of six children. He studied English for five
years while in the grade school
and high school. He is interested
in majoring in education with emphasis on mathematics and administration. In high school he was
interested in sports having actively
participated in volley ball and
horseback riding.
Y'ifru, who is from Girewa, Ethiopia, also graduated from Haile
Selassie High School. He studied
English for six years and during
the occupation of Ethiopia by the
Italians was a refugee in British
Samoliland. While a senior he
served as student governor of the
high school. He plans to specialize
in medicine.
Both young men are members of
the Coptic Christian Church which
is similar to the Greek Orthodox
Church.
There are also eight students
from Iraq, seven of whom were on
campus last year. They are Fuad
Toma, Kamil Muhktar, George
Zeito, Victor Zelouf, Letif Jiji,
Khalid Amso, Faried Banna, and
Selim Michael.
Mr. Michael is from Bagdad,
Iraq, and came to Hope through
the influence of Reverend Bernard
Hakken who is a missionary of the
Reformed Church. He graduated
Continued on Page 3.

IRC Plans Discussion
Of Berlin Situation
At the meeting of IRC scheduled
for October 20, the Berlin situation will be discussed. At this date
no leader has been selected. The
Executive committee met October
11 at which time a schedule was
planned.

Who's YOUR Choice For President?
The Anchor staff has decided to poll the presidential
preferences of Hope students. Hope's campus is a
cosmopolitan one with students coming from all over
the states and the world. Because of that fact, we
feel our vote will be representative of the vote comprising the General Election in November. The results of the poll will be published in the next issue of
the Anchor which will appear just four days prior to
the General Election. It will be significant to note
how Hope's political attitudes stack up with that of
Anytown, U.S.A. So vote todayl
(

CIRCLE ONE NAME ONLY
Harry S. Truman
Thomas E. Dewey
Henry A. Wallace
(Writs in Choic*)

On

CIRCLE YOUR PARTY PREFERENCE
Democratic
Republican
Progressive (Third Party)
On..

NOW

( W r i t * In Choice)

• • •

take this ballot to:

the ballot box which the ANCHOR has placed In
the entrance of Van Raalte Hall. The co-operation
of the entire student body is required if this poll is
to be successful. Please vote today.

Hope College Anchor
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E d i t o r i a l s
. . . But Choose!
At times it is a temptation to believe in
a Godless, cyclic interpretation of history.
History and man's sin in it seems to repeat
in the same old patterns again and again.
Again we call up conscripts, multiply
planes and ships on a war time basis, drug
ourselves with hate and jealousy, and whip
our allies into line. We stand at each other's
throats with anxious, trembling hands caked
with the blood of our most recent encounter
and scarred with those that went before.
Nothing has changed!
We who won victory realize with a s t a r t
that we have lost another peace. The reality
of it all seems so brutal but it remains—even
a f t e r we shut our eyes. Once more we've
decided to fight, to trust in a defense that
can hurriedly be switched to an offense. Nothing has changed!
We who "saved freedom" and preached
freedom from fear have made for ourselves
new chains of slavery out of fear itself. Like
Roman slaves chained to their oars, we chant
the old song as we row to our death, while
across the waters our foes answer in antiphonal chorus. Nothing has changed!
Nothing has changed, but God hasn't
changed either and from the battlements of
Heaven, He shouts "Choose life or death,
but choose!"
o-

Campus Decorum
Autumn activities at Hope — Freshmen
hazing with the colorful green pots, the
strenuous cross-river pull, the gala Homecoming football game — have become spirited traditions. We manifest our enthusiasm for these functions by cheering for the
football team, decorating our dormitories
and taking pride in the illustrious alumni of
Hope College.

These activities thrill our

emotions, and we act collectively for our
Alma Mater.
It is axiomatic that college achievement in
the last analysis is measured by the degree
to which students, graduates and faculty behave individually. The success of collegiate
activities is contingent upon single contributions to a collective cause. The appearance of our campus, the reputation that Hope
enjoys, as well as the more spectacular
Homecoming events, are the results of individual work. What Hope is and is becoming
is dependent upon you and me, the integral
units of composition.
The decorum and achievement of separate
Hopeites, when considered accumulatively,
is the decorum and achievement of Hope
College. If we desire Hope to have a neat
campus, effective chapel exercises or any
successful activities, we must learn individually to act with due regard for others,
and with enthusiasm for our collective collegiate goals.
— W.B.S.

A Sure Sign

Campus Mailbox

A sure sign t h a t education is moving f o r ward is the interest which teachers are taking in their own teaching ability. At a national conference in Ohio a list was compiled
of ten qualities t h a t go to make up good
teacher. Human qualities, personality and
appearance, and intellectual alertness were
stressed especially.
Also in connection with this recent trend
is an evaluation sheet which has already
been introduced to several classes at Hope.
The questions are arranged so that the student may rate the instructor as excellent,
good, average, below average, and poor in
regard to each quality. There are ten evaluations concerning the encouragement of original thought, sympathetic attitudes, fairness
of decisions, clearness of explanations, interest of class work, organization of class work,
speaking manner and voice, personal appearance, value of the class as a whole, and
the all around teaching ability of the instructor.
It is interesting to note t h a t each question
is introduced by asking, "What is your
opinion?" It is obvious that the instructor
is sincerely looking for an honest appraisal
of his work. The majority of those who
enter the teaching profession do not do so
for economic reasons but for the inner satisfaction which comes from working with
young people. What could be more important to them than to know that they are
doing their work well or to discover what
they can do to improve it?
This questionaire then, can, if used honestly and correctly, aid both students and
instructors in several ways. The teacher may
discover where his shortcomings lie and begin to correct them. This will result in improved classes for the students. To the many
students who are preparing themselves to
become teachers this questionaire might well
serve as a guide in developing those qualities which make up a good teacher. But
whatever the reason, these questionaires deserve the interest and support of every student on our campus.
D. B. S.

Dear Editor:
This past summer I was fortunate in being able to attend the
third Christian Youth Conference
of North America, which was held
in Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. 31
through Sept. 5. Since this conference is considered, by many
Christian youth leaders, as the
most important of its kind ever to
be held in America, I think it appropriate to review some of the
significant aspects for the benefit
of those who have not heard of it.
The Christian Youth Conference
of North America, which brought
3,000 delegates to Grand Rapids,
was sponsored and set up by the
United Christian Youth Movement.
The U.C.Y.M. is often spoken of as
"the e c u m e n i c a l m o v e m e n t in
North America at the youth level."
The International Council of Religious Education has sponsored,
financed, and provided executive
leadership for the U.C.Y.M. This
movement represents a very significant effort on the part of the
churches and youth agencies of
North A m e r i c a t o u n i t e t h e i r
young people in a great movement
for Christian goals and purposes.
Since its beginning in 1934, the
U.C.Y.M. can be traced through a
series of great conferences — not
least of which was the second
World C o n f e r e n c e of Christian
Youth, which brought representatives from 70 countries to Oslo,
Norway, in the summer of '47. It
should be of some significance to
many Hope students that the Reformed Church in America is one
of the 40 participating denominations in the U.C.Y.M., at least
nominally speaking. Delegates for
the conference came from all parts
of U.S. and Canada. There were
also representatives f r o m s o m e
twenty foreign countries.

o

That Report
In 1946, President Truman appointed a
Commission on Higher Education. Some
time ago the Commission presented its Report. The Commission recommends direct
federal aid to schools, tax-supported institutions of higher education eliminate all tuition charges in the freshmen and sophomore
years and reduce expenses in the last two
years. There are several observations we
would like to make concerning the Report
of that Commission. At first glance the Report seems only commendable but f u r t h e r investigation reveals what we believe to be
weaknesses.
First of all, the Report is basically secular.
The^ Report states that ethical principles
"need not be based on any single sanction or
be authoritarian, nor need finality be claimed
for them." In other words, for the Commission moral principles are utilitarian and relative. And because secular education's moral
principles are relative it does not know its
own direction. It is based on principles relative to the times r a t h e r than on principles
basic for all times.
As for religion, the Commission admits that
"religion is held to be a m a j o r force in creating the system of human values on which
democracy is predicated." Since "some persons find a satisfactory basis for a moral
code in the democratic creed itself, some in
philosophy, some in religion," it is clear that
religion is not absolutely essential for human
welfare.
Secularism is also noted when the Commission enumerates the personal and collective qualities necessary for effective teachers. These are named a s : sound scholarship,
professional competence, concept of the role
of education in society, humanistic understanding, lively curiosity, interest in research, insight into motivation, and a sympathetic understanding of young people. Apparently t h e Commission forgot t h a t much
of inspiring and effective teaching resides in
the moral and spiritual qualities of the
teacher. If such is the case, then the churchrelated colleges such as Hope have a challenge to produce teachers who will prove
their greater effectiveness by the possession
of moral and spiritual qualities.
The Commission must be commended for
admitting frankly t h a t the support f r o m
federal funds will destroy the freedom of
state schools. I t is quite evident t h a t the
basic philosophy of the Report will tend to
the development of an educational program
in which the state and federal control over

The conference p r o g r a m w a s
especially well-planned. Permit the
mention of a few of the conference
high-lights. Meetings for the whole
delegation took place every morning in the Civic Auditorium. One
of the significant parts of this
morning meeting was the devotional addresses by Dr. Howard
Thurman, who is a Negro pastor
at the San Francisco Church for
the Fellowship of All Peoples. In
the morning addresses a definite
theme was developed, which was
later discussed in all of the onehundred Bible Study Discussion
groups, which met every day immediately after the morning session. The themes that were considered, are: Who are We Christians? ; Why Are Things As They
A r e ? ; What's the Answer? The
Church; What's the Answer? Personal Commitment; The Answer
Applied. In the afternoon the various participating agencies and denominations had meetings of their
own until 4:00. It is significant
that the policy of the U.C.Y.M. is
not to destroy denominations, but
rather to work through them. At
4:30, every day, there were meetings of special interest groups, attendance at which was purely voluntary. These groups were planned
for those who wanted to discuss
some of the current problems that
face young people as they work
together interdenominationally on
local, national, and international
issues. In the evening, the whole
delegation met as a unit, again,
in the Civic Auditorium. The evening programs included not only
addresses, but also discussions and
musicales. Some of the outstanding speakers at the conference,
other than Dr. Thurman, were: Dr.
Walter Muelder of Boston University; Dr. Isaac Beckes, the executive secretary of the U.C.Y.M.;
Governor Luther Youngdahl of
Minn.; and Dr. Cleo Blackburn
from the Flanner House in Indianapolis, Indiana.
A f t e r this conference experience,
I know that the Church does not
have to be the divisive thing to
which our small minds sometimes
have reduced it.
JOHN DE VRIES

Our Second President
istry and natural history in Hope
College in 1866. The Theological
Department was established in
1869 and Professor Scott was appointed by the Synod "Theological
Rector" in Church history, Church
government, and archaeology.
Rev. Scott became vice-president
in charge of administration in
1879, and in 1880 was made provisional president.
April, 1885, he was elected president and in June of the same year
his election was duly confirmed by
General Synod. At his request the
inauguration was delayed until, .
Rev. Charleg Scott
June 22, 1886, and took place in
In July, 1844, Charles Scott Third Reformed Church.
The Holland City News said of
graduated from Rutgers College,
the highest in a class of twenty- Rev. Scott, "Sixty-eight years of
four. Four years later he entered active life have left the customary
New Brunswick Seminary and after marks upon him, but Hope College
graduation served as pastor at is largely what it is through his
work, and he says it must go
Shawanquek, New York.
He was given the chair of chem- higher."

News for Vets
Student veterans whose dependency status changed during the
summer vacation are reminded by
Veterans Administration to submit
proof of additional dependency as
soon as possible to the appropriate VA regional office in which
their records are filed.
Veterans with dependents, who
are studying full or part-time in
schools and colleges under the G.I.
Bill, are eligible for additional subsistence payments because of the
dependents.
However, legal proof, such as
certified copies of public records
of birth, baptism, marriage, divorce or other evidence, must be
in their VA training file in order to
qualify.
Veterans should submit evidence
of dependency at once in order to
insure receiving prompt payments
of subsistence at the higher rates.
Life Insurance
World War II veterans still may
reinstate their National Service
Life Insurance, Veterans Administration branch office officials in Columbus, Ohio, explained today.
Some veterans are under the impression they can no longer obtain
this government insurance. World
War II veterans who can pass a
physical examination may reinstate their lapsed insurance at anytime.
The d e a d l i n e for reinstating
NSLI without a physical examination was July 31, 1948, VA explained. Prior to the deadline, a
veteran could reinstate lapsed insurance by certifying that his
health was as good as it was when
the policy lapsed.
This deadline confused some veterans, who feel they cannot reinstate lapsed insurance since the
deadline passed. That is not correct, VA said.
Veterans may reinstate their insurance at any time by passing a
physical examination. If the policy has lapsed less than three
months, it still may be reinstated
without taking a physical examination.
Autos for Amputees

Practice Teachers
Assigned Locally
Some of Holland's younger generation who are now attending
Holland public schools are being
taught by various Hope College
seniors. These seniors are beginning their practice teaching and
will continue until the end of this
semester.
Both Betty Boelkins and Lois
Van Ingen are teaching English
at Holland High and have as their
critic teacher Miss Vanderwerf.
Also teaching English are A 1 ic e
Moolenaar and Peggy Prins with
Miss Shackson as their critic
teacher, Mary Hepp with M i s s
Dykhuizen as critic teacher, Cornelius Lampen with Muss Mulder
as critic teacher, and Hazel Vande
Woude with Miss Van Dyke as
her critic teacher.
Taking over the geometry class
at Holland High in Adrian Bos,
having Miss Reeverts as his critic
teacher.
Jean Brunstetter Is teaching history with Mr. Damson as critic
teacher, Walter K e n n e d y also
teaches'history with Mr. Weiss as
his critic teacher, and Theresa
Staar teaches history, having Miss
Lampen as her critic teacher. All
are at Holland High.
The four math teachers at Holland High a r e Marjorie Dixon,
Irene Heemstra, John Tirrell, and
Charles Zoet, having Miss Shoup,
Miss McClellan, Miss Parkyn and
Mr. Norlin as their critic teachers,
respectively.
Ben Hofmeyer and Wayne Hellenga are teaching chemistry with
Mr. C h a p m a n as their critic
teacher.
Teaching Spanish is Regina Mihaly with Miss Wiskamp as critic
teacher, Judy Mulder is teaching
biology with Miss Rogers as her
critic teacher, Katherine Ponstine
has the social science class with
Mr. Buchanan as her critic teacher, and Jerome Veldhuis is teaching civics with Mr. Van Lente as
his critic teacher.
Nine students are also practice
teaching in Holland's elementary
schools. Dorothy Davis has the
3rd grade at the Van Raalte School.
Mrs. Van L a r c is her critic teacher. At the Washington School are
Betty De Ryke who teaches the

Veterans Administration Branch
Office in Columbus, O., reported today that 2,734 disabled veterans in
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky have
acquired vehicles totalling $4,348,- 1st grade under Miss Van Anrooy,
714 under the "autos for ampu- Toni Fredricks who teaches Kindertees" program.
garten under Mrs. Hoogerhyde, and
The totals by states: Ohio, 1,248
Mary Van Loo and Jean Wiersma
vehicles costing $1,986,659; Michigan, 974 vehicles totalling $1,547,- who teach 2nd grade with Mrs.
341; K e n t u c k y , 512 vehicles Henshaw as critic teacher.
amounting to $814,714.
At the Froebel School are ShirThe law granting automobiles or ley Willbrandt teaching 4th and
other conveyances for World War 5th grades, and Mrs. Harriet EmII veterans who in service lost, or
mons teaching 2nd grade. Their
lost the use of, one or both legs
critic
teachers are Miss Macqueen
at or above the ankle will remain
and Miss Stocker, respectively.
effective until June 30, 1949.
A veteran who qualifies is enJan Joldersma teaches Kindertitled to a vehicle costing not more garten at the Lincoln School with
than $1,600, including such special
Miss Peterson as her critic teacher.
equipment or appliance as may be
necessary to enable him to operate Genevieve Duiser has the 6th grade
at the Longfellow School under
the vehicle safely.
Mrs. Douwstra.
Continued on Page Four
o

PROFESSOR—A man who tries
To live is to change and to be
A ship in harbor is safe, but that
perfect is to have changed often. to make the college work its way is not what ships are built for.
through the students.
— J. H. Newman.
— J. A. Shedd.

all higher education will be so tremendous

fill and we must fulfill it. In early times the

that privately-supported schools will be af-

church college bore the burden of higher edu-

fected. Does the Commission think that
Americans have lost their taste for freedom ?
That we have so soon forgotten Hitler and
his "education for death?" The cry of the
church college must be "Forward!" Regardless of opposition there is an obligation to
society that only the church college can ful-

cation and produced public servants of such
calibre that Woodrow Wilson, that great
American, called the church college "the
lighthouse of civilization." May we never
hide that light under the bushel of despair
but send it out to freedom-loving and Godworshipping people everywhere!
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Well, I'm in search of a new
music box. Yes, I ami And youll
never guess why, so I'll tell you.
I've lost the key to this one!! —
How do you like that for an excuse
for no music box?
I've been able to pick up very
little this week. Of course, we
could go into a debate about the
article in the October 4, 1948 issue
of Time Magazine — page 74, first
column, first article, top of the
page under Music. (Been writing
too many term papers again; one
gets in a rut.) It seems our friend
Petrillo has decided t h a t professional harmonica players will have

i.

to join the musicians' union. He
says, and I quote: "Now that it's
getting so that people want to hear
harmonicas, we're going to take
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them in — I'm for the people."
However, the harmonica players
are going to try to prove that their

Several Hope College faculty
members have recently attended
collegiate c o n f e r e n c e s h e l d in
Michigan and at out of state institutions. On Monday, October 4,
Miss Laura Boyd, Mr. Albert
Timmer and Registrar Paul E.
Hinkamp attended the fall meeting
of Church-Related Colleges of
Michigan. T h e t w o f o l d purpose
meeting was held in the home of
the President of Alma College.
Miss Boyd presented a paper on
student extracurricular activities
and Dean A. H. Rulkoetter of Immanual College led the discussion
of catalogue study. Other college
presidents present at the meeting
were Dr. Samuel Harrison of Adrian College and Dr. Whitehouse of
Albion. The next meeting of the
group is scheduled to be held at
Calvin College.
Dr. John W. Hollenbach, Hope
College Dean, was one of the four
representatives for the Michigan
Commission on College Accreditation assigned to examine Adrian
College on October 6. On October
8 and 9, Dean Hollenbach attended
the National Educational Conference of the University of Wisconsin as a representative from Hope
College. The theme of the conference was "Higher Education for
American Society." The conference
was held as part of the Centennial
Celebration of the University of
Wisconsin.

music really isn't music at all, so
they won't be obliged to join the
union. Music or no? That is the
question.
How'd you all (my roommate is
from down South) like the music
talent presented to us by the SophContinued from Page 1.
omore class at the Mixer? Quite
from the American High School at
the original and such a terrific
Bagdad in 1934 and then worked
bass! Just a bit of advice: take
with his father in his local trading
heed or you, too, may fall into the
establishment. In 1938 Michael atclutches of Petrillo!
tended an evening school of lanBoth Glee Clubs are becoming
guages for a year and gained a
better organized and have settled
certificate of proficiency in English
down to their weekly rehearsals.
from Cambridge University.
The lucky fellows who will be goHe is interested in sports and
ing on tour out East this year.
debate and has come to Hope as a
Here's hoping the Girls' Club heads
pre-dental student. He is associWest!!!
ated with the Chaldean Christian
Musical Arts Club has changed
Church.
the date of their vesper. It has now
Four Dutch students are back
been scheduled for the Sunday of on the campus this year also:
Homecoming week-end. Many solo James Wolterbeek, Casper Ultee,
numbers will be presented at this Karel Botermans and Margaret
vesper. Also, I believe, the choir Wolffensperger. Hendrik Parsons,
is planning to participate. You Dutch student from India, has just
won't be doing any studying this enrolled as a Freshman this semesweek-end of homecoming anyway, ter. An account of his interesting
so plan to attend.
travels will be printed at a later
"Evie" Van Dam ,
date.
Ricardo E sparza from Mexico
There is more to life than in- who came to Hope last year brings
the total of foreign students on
creasing its speed.
campus to sixteen.
— Ghandhi.

Foreign Students
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" W e clean everything from Hats to Shoes"
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Frosh Fashions 1948

COLUMBIA CLEANERS

The new books recently received
by the college library cover a variety of fields and interests. Music
readers will find an excellent book
entitled. The Metropolitan Opera
Guide containing stories of the
great operas and their composers.
If you a r e l o o k i n g f o r a good
laugh, try The Leacock Round*
about which is considered one of
the funniest books of our times.
An interest in "what's behind a
name" might present an urge to
glance through A Treasury of
Names by Evelyn Wells. Doctor in
the Making — t h e art of being a
medical student points out the
necessary equipment for success.
Still another field presents World
Communism T o d a y by M a r t e n
Ebon. It portrays a picture of the
international force from its early
development, and stands as a challenge to all Americans who give a
thought f o r the future of world
pea^e. Physics majors might be attracted to Harvey Brace Lemon's
book called From Galileo to the
Nuclear Age. If these do not interest you, let's look at a fictitous
one which is a tale of love, intrigue and high adventure — The
Burnished B l a d e by L a w r e n c e
Schoonover.

A "pot" is a wonderful thing!
There are s e v e r a l s p e c i e s of
"pots" in this day and age. The
word may be used to denote a type
of people who sit on the outskirts
of humanity with all the animation of a telephone pole and display a big mad face. If other identification be required we may term
them sedate jerks. This may seem
incidental, but we must define our
terms.
The word "pot" may be used as
a verb, which many freshmen come
to realize the hard way. It maybe declined thusly: I pot, you pot,
he pots, we pot, you pot, they
laugh. And that, non-grammatically speaking, is the object. "Pot"
when ordered by an upperclassman
or upperclassmen must be followed
by an anatomical contortion akin
to bowing or curtsying. If the desired result is not obtained, it is
customary to hear concerts given
from a fire escape and see people
looking generally silly. However,

it must be noted with care that
the persons potting or being potted
to are never referred to as "Being
potted."
We shall skip over masculine
"pots" as most boys have so little
imagination it was thought best
to give them all a standard version
so that they would not feel inferior as individuals but rather feel
inferior as a group.
It is now our privilege to come
to girl "pots" which have become
magic wearing g r e e n f e l t . D r .
Zsiros might call them "very expresseeve" and we should most
heartily agree. The "pots" have become a medium for expression in
personality, imagination, and a vv
vaciousness that knows no bounds.
Let's philosophize. See how everyone has been given something and
see how they wear their pots.
Such opportunity and all for
only the tenth part of a ten-dollar
bill. As the old Dutch saying goes,
"What a bargain!"

KIWANIS CLUB OF HOLLAND
PRESENTS

6 W . 8fh St.

Russ Sandwich Shop
East Limits

Phone 4922

Aloha Baker
Wednesday. Jan. 12,1949

The Human Side
of Nature
Sam Campbell

the Success it Merits
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JOHN VANDER BROEK, Prop.
Established 1867

Coal** . B u i l d e r 9 s S u p p l i e s
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES

MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
Phone 3625

College Students
Form Rifle Team
Students of Hope have formed
a college rifle team. The neophyte
marksmen are holding weekly practice sessions on the Holland Rifle
Club's range. Mr. Granberg is acting as faculty advisor and Don
Postma as the group's instructor.
Men who have signed up for the
team are: Russell N. Simpson,
Raymond J. Mulder, Allen E. Sauder, Fred W. Sauder, Bill Hally,
Lynn Saupe, Gerrit Hospers, Roy
Strengholt, Paul Kromann, Keith
Van Koevering, Charles J. Larson,
Clair Zwiep, Paul Bleukamp, Clifford Combes, Robert M. Japinga,
Wayne N. Tripp, John Nienhuis,
Dick Thompson, Norman Koeller,
Iran " E " M c L l e l l a n and Ray
Broakew.
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LIFE and PIC

for Rent.

Low as $3.50 per

SPAULDING'S
S H O I

S T O I B

month. We sell Conn, Olds,
and King band instruments,

FUEL O I L

Slingerland and Leedy Drums.
Terms Available

WELCOME HOPEITES

Meyer Music House

PARK VIEW LUNCH

Mills-Peterman Ice Cream Company

THIS IS IT KIDS
DELICIOUS
Quick Snacks at a Price You Can't Afford to Pass by

17 W . 8 th St.

206 College Ave.

(Next to Colonial Theatre)

Phone 6-6583

99091

In closing I will pass on the
latest scoop to you which just
came in from the City Weather
Bureau. It seems that the weatherman quit because the weather
didn't agree with him.
— N. K. Reck.

As Advertised in

SUNDAES — CONES — MALTEDS
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"My wooden leg pained me terribly last night."
"How's t h a t ? "
"A friend hit me over the head
with it."

SHOES FOR MEN

Band and Orchestra Instruments

SAMPLE BUNDLE: — 3 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts, 1 pajama, 3 pairs sox, 6 handkerchiefs, 1 sheet, 3 towels, 3 wash
cloths. Average weight, 5 pounds — 60c.
Note 1: —You may have any or all of the shirts in this bundle
finished at 15c each.
Note 2: — YES, WE DO DRY CLEANING, safe and absolutely
odorless.

"When I came to college," says
Nick Yonker, "I went out for football and reported for a try-out one
night a f t e r I had been bowling. So
I said to A1 Vanderbush, the famous coach, "I'm a little stiff from
bowling." And he looked at me
and said, "I don't care where you're
from, grab a uniform and work out
four or five minutes till I see what
you can do."

Roblee

[Next to Wades Drug Store]

Have You Ever Tried Our Economy
Fluffed Dry Service at 12c per Pound ?

The local church was making a
drive for funds and two colored
sisters were bearing down hard
on Uncle Rastus.
"I can't give nothing," exclaimed
the old Negro. "I owes nearly
everybody in this here old town
already."
"But," said one of the collectors,
"Don't you think you owes de
Lawd somethin' too?"
"I does sister, indeed," said the
old man, "but He ain't pushin' me
like my other creditors is."
o
I overheard a conversation in
the library the other day. It went
something like this:
"Yeah, John and Mort got pretty good jobs."
"What do they d o ? "
"They're riggers down by the
dock."
"Do they know how to do t h a t ? "
"Well, it took them awhile to
catch on but then John isn't the
riggerMORTis."

999*9999999998999999999*

$4.00 Buyc the Entire
Season Tickct
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COLLEGE BAND

ON SALE AT BULLFORD STUDIO

Attention . . . Hope Students!

97 East Eighth St., Holland

Sailing The
Great Lakes
Lt. Harold V. Hartger
Thursday, March 17,1949

wishes for Hope College and The Anchor

r : • .

160 E. 8fh Street

MOTOR TUNE-UP

Explorers of The
Purple Sage

Alfred Wolff
Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1949

PEOPLES STATE BANK

11'

PRINS SERVICE

TIRES — ACCESSORIES

Comm. Edward MacMillan
Wednesday, Dec. 8, 1948

O^RecK

Hilda Baker and Evelyn Van
Dam, two Hope Juniors, left Oct
A sophomore went to see his
5, as Hope representatives to the
girl, and she called down from upForeign Missions Conference this
stairs that she was not dressed.
past week. The conference was
"Can't you slip on something and
held in Columbus, Ohio.
come down?" he called. So she
slipped on the top step and came
down.

TEXACO PRODUCTS

Mexican Mosaic
" W e Grind Our Own Beef"

\f,

Women Represent Hope
A t Missions Conference

COLORED MOTION PICTURES
WITH POPULAR SPEAKERS
Moods of the
Mountains

R a m B I i n'

Dr. Simon Blocker of Western
Theological Seminary will speak
to the members of Alpha Chi at
their Oct. 18 meeting. He has chosen as his subject, "The Challenge
A man came into a butcher shop
of the Christian Ministry." At
this meeting also, new members and asked for a "pound of kidlies."
"Kidlies?" the b u t c h e r said,
will be received and a secretary
for the organization will be elec- "You mean kidneys, don't y o u ? "
The man looked surprised and
ted. A musical selection will also
be presented during the evening. replied, "I said kidlies did'l I ? "

Phone 4342

Far North With
MacMillan

SPECIALIZING IN ALL STEAK HAMBURGS

i

Dr. Blocker Will
Speak to Alpha
Chi Members

WORLD TRAVEL SERIES

Idward M. Brigham, Jr.
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 1948

»

New Library Books
Increase Facilities

Wedneaday, Oct. 20, 1948

t.
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Dr. Harrison Will Address
Members of Biology Club

Specch Department Posts
Year's Extensive Schedule
Mrs. H a r r y Harter, Prof. Edward S. Avison, and Dr. William
Schrier, Head of the Speech Department, represented Hope College at the annual meeting of the
Michigan Intercollegiate S p e e c h
League a t East Lansing, Friday,
October 1. Prof. Avison was elected
Secretary f o r the coming forensic
year. Plans were discussed for the
various forensic events sponsored
by the League and dates and
places of meeting were selected.

Men's subjects are: Federal Controls

or

The

Displaced

Persons

Problem.
It was decided to have the annual Men's and Women's Debate
tournament on the subject of Federal Aid to Education on the same
day, Feb. 19 at Wayne University,
Detroit. T h e annual O r a t o r i c a l
Contest will be held March 4 at
Alma College. The annual Prose
and Poetry Festival is scheduled for
.Kalamazoo College May 6, 1949.
All students interested in taking
part in these various events are
urged to consult the various faculty members in charge: Prof. Edward S. A v i s o n — P o e t r y and
Prose Reading: Mrs. Harry Harter
for Debating a n d D r . W i l l i a m
!Schrier . f o r E x t e m p o r a n e o u s
'Speaking and Oratory.

The State Extemporaneous and
Peace O r a t o r i c a l Contests a r e
scheduled f o r Hope College either
Dec. 3 or 4. The oratorical ent r a n t s have a free-choice- of subjects relating to world peace, while
the extemporaneous speakers will
limit themes to the general topic:
Economics of Peace. It is planned
to wind up the day's events with
an open meeting; and forum open
Immediate entries are needed in
to the general public.
the Peace Oratorical Contests for
The State E x t e m p o r a n e o u s •both ifien and women if Hope is
Speaking Contest is scheduled for ito be ably represented at the Dec
Kalamazoo College Nov. 19. The j3 contest held on our campus. The
Women's subject, from which con- Old-Line Raven and Adelaide Contestants choose one, are: Trends in gests will be held at least one week
American Education, or The Place .earlier than now mentioned in the
of Religion in A m e r i c a n L i f e . Hope College Hi-Lites.-

Art Students Display
Hollenbach,
Councilmen Consider Talent In Local Show
Local college talent was disOrientation
Dean Hollenbach was present at
the Student Council meeting held
Oct. 5. Among other things, the
problem of hazing the freshmen
was discussed. Dr. Hollenbach indicated t h a t he would appreciate
suggestions from the student body
on matters like this.

Dr. Schrier Addresses
Grand Rapids Audience

Anchor

played in an art exhibit in the
Chapel Y. W. C. A. room from
October 1 through 8. The paintings, p r o d u c t s of t h e s u m m e r
school art course, were of various
[types including landscape, still life,
land modern a r t . The exhibit displayed work of Donna Severance,
Louise Kleis, Irene Radsick, Lois
Longur, Alfred Heasty and Ester
Everse.

News For Vets

J

Phone 7997

Modern

Because the Science Building is

Painting?"

will be the speech given by Mrs.

somewhat divorced from the rest of

contributing cause.

"A college student must be parC O N T E N T M E N T — Ambition
"Suppose that the president of a ticularly conscious of a sense of gone to seed.

large railroad were to supervise values. Much of the work is left to iSSSSSSSSSSSS88S888S8SSSi
closely the installation of a flue in the students themselves to accoma locomotive even as an engineer plish. Spending too much time on
carefully checks the stresses of a one subject while neglecting others
newly designed bridge.
is detrimental to a well-rounded
"The supposition is ridiculous. education. Not participating in Where the Name is a Reality
If a railroad president had to check school functoins leads to a lack of
every repair to a locomotive, he relationships with other people.
GOOD FOOD
would have no time to give to the
" I t adds up to this: Evaluate the
job he has; in fact, he would prob- problem in relation to other activiSERVICE
ably be the man welding the flue. ties, know your capabilities, ration
The engineer knows that checking the amount of time you have, and
and
the stresses of a bridge is more a proper sense of values will be
important than considering the established."
EQUIPMENT

THE VOGUE

HOMER HAYDEN'S
46 E. 8th St.
Phone 66212

The Cleverest
STYLES
For COEDS
At The Most

— From ACP.

REASONABLE PRICES
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TENNIS SPECIALS FOR OCTOBER

STAR

10 per cent off — on

S A N D W I C H

Andreef

— Bancroft — Cragln —
Lee — Hedley — Wilson

Davis

SHOP
Z99S8SSSSSSS8S9SSSS!SSSS8i

SS38SSSSSSSSSS8SSSSSS88&

House by the Side
of the Road
(SAUGATUCK)

RACKETS - SHORTS - SHOES - T-SHIRTS

Better Baked Goods

Hydraulic No Awl Stringing
W i t h VICTOR Strings That W I N

For Your
Dormitory Snacks

LM. Williams 282 E.I3th St. Phone 6-6612

FRENCH PASTRY
SHOPPE

(No Alcoholic Beverages Served)

Cookies — Pies — Cakes

SPECIAL
PARTY RESERVATIONS

SUITS
SLACKS

SPORT COATS

369 River Ave.

SSSSSS88SSSSSSSSSSSSS8SSS88SS8S8SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS&

Is

A Sense of Values

TOP COATS

Sandwich Shop and Soda Bar

"What

Lab Notes

the campus, a regular column citCushing. Since that time Dr. Har- Wilma Reed a t the next monthly
ing both the serious and humorous
rison has been made a fellow in meeting of the French Club on
the American College of Surgeons Monday evening, October 18, a t sides of life within its walls seems
to be in order.
and has received an honorary M.A.
7:15. Mrs. Reed will show a series
degree from Yale. He has had the
An especially big day for the
degree of Doctor of Science con- of colorful slides assembled by the pre-meds on the campus will be
ferred upon him by both Hope Col- Museum of Modern A r t in New
Saturday, October 30. This date
lege and Washington and Jeffer- York-City. It will b e - a presentason University. He has also been tion of examples of modem con- which most of you will recognize
twice decorated by the British gov- temporary art, tracing the heritage as homecoming, has a greater sigfrom the French impressionists nificance to this group. While the
ernment.
and
-post-impressionists. Among
Somewhere in" his studies he
rest of the student body is off
the
many
types pf* painting to be
made the decision to become a
enjoying themselves at the homemedical missionary and in Ja nua r y, discussed are realism^ .cubism, surcoming game, these men will be
1910, he sailed from New York to realism and magic realism.
Old
and
n
e
w
/
m
e
m
b
e
r
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corgrinding through the Medical ColMuscat in Eastern Arabia. It was
not long before he had become an dially invited t o the monthly meet- lege admissions test. This examinaeminent physician, famous f o r the ings which are usually held on the tion is required for admission by
delicate art of brain surgery and second M o n d a y of e a c h month. most medical schools. It is an exSpecial projects a r e planned to tensive test covering four years of
spinal anesthesia.
Although previously his duties give every French student an op- college work in science, literature,
had taken him up and down the portunity f o r a better understand- social studies and comprehension.
entire coast of Arabia, the major ing of the French background. At According to Dr. Van Zyl who is
Dr. Paul H a r m o n
portion of Dr. Harrison's work dur- the next meeting several French handling the applications, about 30
ing the past 14 years has been letters received f r o m students in men intend to take the test at this
centered around the Knox Mem- France by students here at Hope time.
On Monday, October 18, the orial Hospital in Muscat, and the will be read. Many French folk
Another examination of much
Hope College Biology Club will be Mason Memorial Hospital in Bah- songs will be sung, and a short the same type will be given on
privileged to have as their guest rain. Dr. Harrison saw the work summary of political events and October 25 and 26. This is the Gradspeaker, Dr. Paul W. Harrison in these hospitals grow to such an development in France during the uate Record examination which is
noted surgeon, who has recently extent that for the year 1947, 98, summer will be presented.
of interest to Chem majors as well
Every French student is invited as Pre-Meds.
returned from Arabia where he 128 total treatments were given.
served as a missionary for the ReWally Friedbery, budding young
During his 38 years in Arabia, to attend these meetings to beneformed Church.
Dr. Harrison wrote several books fit from the entertainment and scientist, suffered a grave blow to
knowledge. Students should watch his dignity last Wednesday eveDr. Harrison was born in Scrib- —The Arab at Home, A Study of
the
buHetin board f o r announce- ning. According to Friedberg a
ner, Nebraska, the son of a Con- the Gospel of John, and Doctor in
ment
of the place of meeting.
tremendous mob of disguised and
gregational minister. He attended Arabia included among them.
slightly green freshmen mistook
This year Dr. Harrison returned
Doane College for two years and
this eminent senior for a lowly
then transferred to the University to the United States for his last
Miss Reeverts Travels
soph and a f t e r a struggle lasting
of Nebraska from which he gradu- furlough to be followed by retirefully ten minutes he was subdued
ated with honors in 1905. He at- ment.
To State Coherence
and forced into a waiting car. Their
tended Johns Hopkins Medical
Biology Club members and inMiss Emma Reeverts, Hope's intent was to take him for a oneSchool where he came under the terested guests are invited to atDean of Women, l e f t last week to way ride, a common practice on
guiding influence of Dr. H a n e y tend this meeting.
attend the State Conference for the campus lately. However, the
Deans of Women and Counselors level-headed Friedbery was not disfor girls. The Conference was heU turbed by the brutal tactics of his
at Dearborn, Michigan, Oct. 8-10 opponents. He cooly informed his
inclusive.
assailants of the dire consequences
of abducting seniors, and psychol"How can I find time to do all cost, because the first has to be
BACHELOR—a man who thinks ogy triumphed; the Frosh returned
this? That q u e s t i o n s u m s up right before the cost is even conthat the only thoroughly justified Friedbery to the library where he
the life of every man. Some of sidered.
marriage was the. one that pro was rescued by a number of vengethese men have good jobs, own
"In these cases everyone can see duced him.
ful sophomores. Friedbery is said
their own business, are happy — the relative importance of a sense
to have remarked: "I don't mind
Politeness is the curb that holds the bruises and loss of dignity so
others are always poor and desti- of values, but so often in our own
our worst selves in check.
much as the time I lost from lab."
tute. Many factors may make the life we confuse things just as sim— Mme. De Bodsville.
essssssssssssssssssssess
difference but here's one possible ple.

Dr. William Schrier addressed
Continued from page 2
the Grand Rapids Exchange Club
Beneficiaries
Monday noon, October 4, in Morton
Veterans who fail to keep their
Hotel, Grand Rapids, on the subject, "Attitudes Toward Contro- beneficiary designations up-to-date
are, in most instances, missing the
versy."
true intent of their GI insurance,
VA insurance officials at the Columbus (0.) Branch Office declared
today.
Many GI policies still list original beneficiary designations, alEnglish Majors will hold their though the veteran's dependent
status has since changed, VA said,
first meeting of the year on Thursthereby denying insurance protecday night, October 21st at Gilmore
tion to those for whom it was inCottage.
tended. In addition, many veterans
A committee composed of Caro- fail to list contingent beneficiaries
lyn Ingham, Sumiye Konoshima, or change the designation where
Glenn Van Haitsma and Doctor the original beneficiary is now deDeGraaf, officers of the club, met ceased.
and drew up the following proFormer restrictions as to the
g r a m s : (1) Attend play in Grand naming of beneficiaries have long
Rapids, discussion on it in meeting since been removed, VA officials
either before or a f t e r . (2) Discus- added, thus affording veterans the
sion of a European Author. (3) widest latitude in their choice. All
Program on creative writing. (4) that is necessary to bring benefiA possibility with P&M workshop ciary designations up-to-date is a
play. (5) Panel discussion on some visit to the nearest VA office or a
subject of contemporary literature. letter to the Branch Office InsurAll English Majors are cordially ance Sen-ice over the insured's siginvited to attend these meetings. nature.

English Majors
Meet At Gilmore

French Club To Feature
Speaker On Modern Art

ENJOY OUR EXCELLENT MEALS

58 E. 8th St.
Bos and Balfoort, Proprietors
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Jackets in Wool and Gabardine

Banquet Rooms for
Private Parties

V isscher-B rooks

Owned and Operated by

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT
DIAL 2587

Hosiery

Neckwear

PHONE 2 1 2 0

lERTEL INSURANCE
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Latest Styles

Moderate Prices

I t f y g w g y i
2 9 E . E I G H T H ST^HOILAND^MICH.

LOKKER RUTGERS CO
Vg&ifeB&eXat

You'll Find

i

t,

a. B O X E R ' S

28 W. 8th St.

"We aim to please"

Expert Shoe Rebuilding
Polish — Laces

FUELS

ELECTRIC SHOE HOSPITAL

McGREGOR SjORTSWEAR

13 E. 8th Street

15 W. 8th St.

JACKETS — SPORT

COATS

SHIRTS

Combusdoneer
Automatic

HAVE YOU VISITED THE NEW
^

•

DUTCH MAID HAMDUR6
DRIVE

SWEATERS — CORDUROY

O P E N D A I L Y AND S U N D A Y S

H O F F M A N ' S
W E S T I N G COAL CO.
RESTAURANT
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WESTRATES

or

Toll Saugatuck 4-2693
6 East 8th St., Holland, Mich.

( f e n e / u i l
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INSURANCE

WOMEN'S WEARING APPAREL
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Coal Stokers

IN

Ioka and Ida Lorsnc*
US-31 3 Blocks South ol 32nd Stroot

121 E. 7th Street
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The Gay

COSMOPOLITAN

KNICKERBOCKER

Friday, O c t o b e r l a t , Miller's
Bam was the scene of the first
Cosmopolitan Literary meeting of
the year. President T. S. Harrison
welcomed Cosmopolitans and their
guests, while Cosmo Ed Stetson of
Bristle, Pa. led the group singing.
Cosmo Harlan Failor's paper on
the "Peculiarities of Presidents"
was a literary masterpiece. Cosmo
Bob Kranendonk then presented a
stellar rendition of the song "The
Barber of Turin". Bob also explained how his work during the
summer improved his accent.

On Thursday, October 7, the
Knickerbockers and their guests
had a meeting in the Y.M. room
of the Chapel. The meeting was
opened by our president, Phil
Meengs, who welcomed the guests.
Devotions were led by Don Fairchild. Hal Grissen, a noble Knick,
led the entire group in the singing
of some rousing songs. The serious
paper of the evening was given
by Don Brunstetter. He spoke on
the use of hypnotics in the field
of psycho-analysis. The supposedly humorous part of the program
was handled by George Priest.
After the singing of the Knick
song, refreshments were enjoyed
by all.

This converted chicken coop was
the scene of more "fowl" play
w h e n C o s m o P a u l Kranendonk
opened his campaign for the office
of dog-catcher. Candidate Kranendonk explained that we can't sidestep the matter any longer, but
that we must clean up the campus.
He closed with a few choice lines
about a diabetic runt. Corkie Otte
was masterfully critical.
Last Friday evening following
the Adrian game, Cosmospolitans
and their guests met in the Tulip
Room of the Warm Friend Tavern
for an informal meeting. Refreshments were served and the eminent
Professor J. Q. Weashewitt presented a brief history of Hope College. His address started with the
founding of the school by Albertus
C. Van Raalte and covered its expansion to the present administration under "Irwon Lunger". Special
attention was paid to the school's
financial resources.

ARCADIANS

Philosopher

The lofty and profound wisdom that one might find in this article is
merely the reflections and observations of the gay philosopher who at
any time during the school day may be found reclining on the steps of
Van Raalte Hall, or meditating in the beauty and quiet of the sunken
gardens. One evening, not so long ago, this gentleman was returning
from a light repast at one of the local public eating houses (even a
philosopher must eat and for verification of this see Dr. Van Saun)
and noticed a seething mass of humanity surrounding a tubular projection from which usually flies the emblem of our proud nation. Upon
closer observation he found the object of their attention was a small
piece of green cloth which was floating serenely in the evening breezes
accentuated by the howling packs surrounding the base of the pole.
After quietly observing all the ceremonies the gay philosopher made
this profound statement as he started to walk away in disgust: "What
a shame to see all this energy wasted when a peregrination to the local
recruiting office could put to excellent use this futile waste of vim,
vigor, and vitality. However, when one extricated himself from the
unruly mob to inform the philosopher of the devastation wrought in the
barracks by the over-exuberance of the young gentlemen, he could no
FRATERNAL
longer control his emotions and hurried home thinking only of the
Walsh Music Hall was the site article he had just read in the evening paper telling of a family of
of the Frater literary meeting on eight who were found living in a pyramidal tent because no other
September 30th. F r a t e r Vander quarters could be found.
Wege opened with prayer. Next
Now in an endeavor to reduce the principles of philosophy to practice
Frater "Mumbles" Zwemer, ac- in the conduct of life, the gay philosopher nominates his hero and
companied by "Basso" Evers, led heroine of the week. The heroine, as all ladies insist on being first,
the Glee Club and guest artists is that young lady, who through no outside interferences, came late
through a song fest. Frater Klom- for a class, walked noisily to her assigned seat, chewed gum obnoxiously,
parens' serious paper was entitled gazed out of the window, and then in the middle of the period asked
"The Constructive Uses of Atomic the professor what the day's assignment was. Her very counterpart
Power." Frater Burton presented may be found in the man who received the nomination as hero of the
a fifteen minute transcription of week. He is the professor who completely ignores the bell signalling
that great Broadway Hit of 1948, the end of the period, finishes his lecture, then casually makes an as"The Frater F r o l i c s " , f o r the signment before dismissing the class, allowing them to struggle up
humor paper. Frater Macdonald three flights of stairs, already clogged with a teeming mass of stuthen introduced Arturo "Sweat- dents. Upon emerging victoriously, but tardily at the scene of their
socks" Evers for the music num- next class, they open the door only to find that they are the target for
ber. " S w e a t s o c k s " played the the wrath of a righteously indignant professor who must reiterate what
"Warsaw Concerto" and F r a t e r has already been said to the other members of the class. The gay
Blaauw, who was well paid, ap- philosopher can only quote what Confucius often repeated: "Do not
plauded, Refreshments were served do unto others, what you would not have others do unto you."
after the meeting.
On October 7th the Fraters met
t h e i r g u e s t s in t h e " T e r m i t e
Room" at Frater Boven's cottage.
After a lively ballgame the men
meekly consumed 19 dozen hotdogs and a barrel of apple-cider.
8th Street and Central
The "burping" men then laughed
heartily at Frater Dell "I lost fifty
cents" K o o p ' s p a p e r . S k i n n y ' s
Deposits Insured up to $5,000.00
paper was entitled, "They Threw
That Brick too Late." Next Frater
"F.F." Evers read his humor paper HOLLAND
MICHIGAN
entitled, " M y F i n e - f e a t h e r e d
Friends." "F.F." had the boys
rolling on the floor until they took
the dice away. Plans are being
HOPE
COLLEGE
JEWELRY
formulated for the Frater homecoming get-together to be held at
the Country Club for the Frater
Alumni.

Last Thursday evening the Arcadians welcomed their rushing
guests to a genuinely good time in
the Van Raalte lounge. The literary program was opened in the
customary manner by Robert Folkert, who led in prayer. Bill Miedema then broke through the ice of
formality as he directed the men
of Chi Phi Sigma and their visitors
in some voluminous and spirited
group singing.
The Arcadians responded to the
Secretary's roll call by introducing
their guests. The national political
situation then became the subject
of attention as Elton Bruins delivered his serious paper considering the coming election; the composition evinced strong pro-Dewey
tendencies. Mr. and Mrs. Laman, S S S 8 S S S S S 3 3 3 S S £ S S 3 S 3 S 3 »
special visitors, rendered several
selections upon the vibraharp and
chimes; their musical talent was
very much appreciated and enjoyed.
FOR YOUR
Sam Posthuma accepted the responsibility of relating some laugh
FOOT-WEAR NEEDS
producing stories incorporated in
a humor paper. The group closed
the literary portion of the evening
B o r r ' s B o o t e r y
with the singing of the fraternity
march and then adjourned after a
21 W. 8th St. Phone 2821
final pause for refreshments.

STUDENTS

First National Bank

POST'S

Jewelry &. Gift Shop
DIAMONDS

—WATCHES

Telephone 4506

—GIFTS

10 West 8th St.

For...

PHOTO FINISHING

For . . . PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
For...

GIFTS A N D GREETING CARDS
See

Ask your Dorm agent to call

DuSAAR'S
10 East 8th Street
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IDEAL CLEANERS

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
WARM FRIEND FLOWER SHOP
Member F. T. D. A.
Washington Square

"The

House

of

Service"

Phone 7634

FRESH H O M E MADE CANDIES

3 Doors West of the Holland Theater
I T

Honking cars with flying streamers of blue and gold announced to
the newest Delta Phi members that
Pledge Night had begun. The entire society exuberant with congratulations and smiles descended
upon room or home of every surprised pledge. Traditional mum
corsages pinned on, and welcomes
given, the Delphians proceeded to
the "House By the Side of the
Road" where all joined in doing
justice to baked ham and the trimmings. Between c o u r s e s , l u s t y
singing of the Delphi songs and
the annual comic readings of Muncie Vande Wege added to the atmosphere. The dinner proved to be
only a beginning to the evening
as all went to the game in a body
and then to the sorority room for
refreshments, chatter and joviality. The hands of the clock announcing closing hours brought to
an end another Delphi Pledge
Night.
New Pledges are: Martha Debbink, Nancylee Corp, Delpha Siebers, Eleanor Short, Barbara Kerr,
Luella Rozeboom, Marijane Boer,
Kathy Veltman, Ruth Kroes, Marilyn Ferris, Mary Coffey, Sally
Kimble, Alicia Van Zoeren, Sandra
Lanning, Delores Freyling, Marilyn Van Weelden, Joyce Post,
Betty Cookman, Jacquelyn Kuyper.

The A.S.A. has had two organization meetings, the first one, held
on October 1st, and the second on
October 7th. Both meetings were
held in the lounge of West Hall.
Two Sophomore girls were present
at our first meeting to explain the
various offices and the difficulties
that might arise. Officers for the
coming year are as follows: President, Doris Adams; Vice-Pres.,
Murial Droppers; Secretary, Carol
Van Lare; Treasurer, Mary Olert;
Chaplain, Marilyn Veldman, and
Sergeant at arms, Ruth Koeppe.
Student Council member is Norma
Hollman, and Anchor reporter,
Betty Nash. Since there was no
old business, plans were discussed
for the coming year. Dues were set
and it was decided to send for sorority pins. Both meetings ended
with the singing of the Alpha
Sigma Alpha song.

SIBYLLINE
Television was the theme of the
Sib's part of the Round Robin Tea.
The setting was in the parlor with
Grandma and her knitting and Sis
with her magazines. The first program tuned in on the television
set was a song, "You Never Can
Tell About Die Women." "Ave
M a r i a " w a s t h e n p l a y e d by
"Evelyn and her magic violin". Of
course Hedda Hopper had to give
her gossip column and her sponsors, "Land of Nod" mattress company gave their interpretation of
"how to sleep better and rest better on a mattress from "Land of
Nod". Traditional Sib punch, sandwich loaf, mints, and nuts were
served to the last group. Each girl
was presented with a letter opener
with her own name on it.
In order to welcome the new
pledges, the Sibs took the long
way around (the lour-mile hike)
to end up at the Dutch Mill for
brunch. By that time everyone was
pretty well tired and just about
starved. The food was delicious
and everyone ate heartily. After
the food was consumed and Pres.
Shirley L e s l i e w e l c o m e d t h e
pledges, the girls introduced themselves to one another and did a
little group singing. A Sib headscarf was given to each one of the
new girls.
New pledges are Eloise Hinkamp, Pauline Hendrith, Janice
Kamp, Jeanie De Boer, Liz Snow,
Joyce Thatcher, Cathy Sharp, and
Ruth Richards.

DORIAN
The Dorian Hive has been buzzing with activity ever since rushing
and bidding first began. Eighteen
new workers joined the brood
which more than doubled our numbers: Barbara Woods, Betty Eskite,
Adelaide S t a p , Dot F e n n e m a ,
Kamala Korteling, Irene Little,
Nan Thomson, Charlotte Stolberg,
Barbara Snell, Jean Vanden Beisen,
Ellen Lidston, Joan Phillips, Beth
Thomson, Suzellen Roest, Nancy
Smith, Barbara Johnson, Lillian
Stegenga, and Eloise Ihrman.
All Dorian bees went out to
gather honey in the form of a progressive dinner held last Friday.
First stop was at the home of Bea
Folkert. Part of the hive got lost
on the way and didn't show up til
the second stop at the home of
Betty Harris. Lastly, we all buzzed
over to the home of Peg Moerdyke
where we were kept very busy
creating our own sundaes. The ambrosia and nectar were enjoyed by
all.
To finish the day in a busy way,
we migrated to Riverview Park
where a noticeable hum was heard
from the Dorian section which
helped to cheer our players on.

o
SOROSIS

Sorosites had a "bon boyage" at
the "Cafe de Jolie" on Saturday,
October 2, 1948. The cafe's master
of ceremonies, Mademoiselle Mary
Van Loo proclaimed the amazing
feats of a r t i s t e J a y n e B a k e r ,
Vendor, Connie Hinga, sophisticate, Dorothy Contant, and Fifi
the poodle, c r o o n e r J o a n T e n
Hoeve, the-perfect-couple, Mr. Dot
Milne, and Mrs. Jan Joldersma and
a little ( ? ) old lady, Margaret
Wolfensperger. The program featured the Sorosis "can-can by dansurses Jean Mihaly, Shirley Gess,
and Pru Haskin. Sorosis room was
beautifully adorned by two Sorosis
Mannikins Bea L o c k w o o d and
Joyce Baker. Le menu served consisted of hors'd'oeuvres and Hope
J 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 5 College Punch. On October 8, 1948
Sorosites, ladened with corsages of
roses, gathered their twenty-four
U N E M A'S
new pledges and hurried to Hope's
HOE
football game. Sigma Sigma's foreE R V I C E
cast for the coming year is excellent.
230 River Avenue
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DR. ABRAHAM LEENH0UTS
Aiiobiography and Philosophy
"FROM THE CREST OF THE HILL"

Open Evenings

D U T C H MAID CANDY COMPANY

College Ave. at 6th Street
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ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
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Phone 3291
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People Say Our Food is The Best in Town

PHOTOGRAPHY
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52 East Eighth Street

We Cater to Student Parties
Weddings. Banquets, Etc.

Paul De Kniif

BULFORD STUDIO
PORTRAIT

THE M A R Q U E E

The story is interesting ...
the philosophy worm and
wise.

Telephone 9608

WE ARE PROUD T O HAVE HOPE COLLEGE

A fine book, a real contribution for your descendants. It
should be published and
ghen wide reading.

Rev. Marion de Yelder

By Appointment Only
Phone 5000

South Shore Drive

RUSSELL J. RUTGERS
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING
CLEANING — PRESSING — REPAIRING
6 West 8th St. (Upttain)

Telephone 3412

AS OUR NEIGHBORS

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC
of

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

For Sale Locally At
FRIS BOOK STORE
BRINK'S BOOK STORE
THE BOOK STORE (Zeeland)
THE BOOK NOOK
HOLLAND PRINTING CO.
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DUTCHMEN GIRD FOR HILLSDALE
Hope Must Defeat Dales
After 14-13 Adrian Upset

Harriers Take Win
From Adrian 21-34

Pflnsstd at Monmouth

*

After losing a heartbreaker to Adrian last Friday, Hope's
football squad is preparing f o r a crucial game a t Hillsdale
this Saturday afternoon. The 14-13 defeat by Adrian places
Hope very much on the spot this week. Hillsdale, upset 20-18
by Alma last week, is in a similar position. Both teams know
that they must win to keep alive much championship hope.
Hillsdale has almost man for
man the team which has been cochamps for the past two seasons.
Their great backs Ward and Young
are reported to be better than ever
this year. As an added incentive
Hillsdale will ba playing before a
homecoming crowd Saturday.
Hillsdale has defeated Hope in
their last two meetings. Two years
ago Hope led with minutes to play
only to go down 21-20. Last year
Hillsdale scored two quick touchdowns while Nick Yonker was out
and went on to win 21-14.
In the Adrian game last Friday
two fumbles and an intercepted
pass set up Hope's first, and both
of Adrian's touchdowns. The Dutch
opened the scoring early in the
second quarter when Ted Rycenga
climaxed a 47-yard march with an
off-tackle smash from the four
yard line. Holwerda's kick was
just wide. The marker was set up
when Holwerda recovered a fumble
on the Bulldog's 47. Yonker went
to the 28 and passed to De Mull on
the 11 from where three runs
scored.
Minutes later Adrian intercepted
a pass on Hope's 46. A long pass
took them to the 10. On the next
play Hobe^ took c p—.s fro-i Nurk

•:.?'d
' in*a • 1 1 :
tho s"» v ^
1: '•
t 5
. '

STANDINGS
Kalamazoo
Adrian
Hope
Hillsdale
Albion

L. Pet. PF
0 1.000 14
0 1.000 20
0 1.000 14
1 .000 13
1 .000 18
1 .000
0

PA
0
18
13
14
20
14

Jim P/ingitel,
Hope'g left half, is ihotcn cutting between Monmouth's
left guard and tackle for 12 yards
during Hope's first touchdotcn drive. Jim scored several plays later at Hope went on to win 13-7.

Albion 26, Olivet 0.
Adrian 20, Defiance 14.
Hillsdale 61, G. R. J. C. 0.
De Pauw 6, Kalamazoo 0.
Kalamazoo 14, Albion 0.
Adrian 14, Hope 13.
Alma 20, Hillsdale 18.

IKtbttor - -

Strong Alma Team
Nips Hillsdale 20-18

"P

ted a Bulldog p^'s on Hopes IT
and r a i it ba?k to *V
d" -n 4
whe e he was hit by 'J. "
la".
man. Hope was st pp • 1 n Adri
an's 27 by a p n l y as th3 half
ended.
After a scoreless third p-riod
Adrian got a break when Rice
pounced on a Hope fumble on •he
Hope 25. Six plays later Bob Gillis bucked over from the 1. Hire
added the point which later proved
to be the margin of victory.
Hope's final touchdown drive
started at mid-field. It featured
a 20-yard statue of liberty run by
Ted Barrett. A pass from Yonker
to De Mull climaxed the drive
which made the score 14-13 with
a minute to play.
Holwerda recovered his on-side
kickoff and Hope tried several unsuccessful passes before the final
gun.
Statistics
Hope Adrian
First downs
9
Yds. gained rushing
157
Yds. gained passing ... 60
Passes attempted
15
Passes completed
5
Passes intercepted
1
Fumbles
3
Yarfls penalized
45

W.
1
1
1
0
0
0

Recent Results

Wo
-1

1

Hillsdale College had a 17 game
winning streak spoiled last Friday
night by a fighting Alma squad.
Alma trailed through most of the
game but came to life with two
'.ouchdowns in the final quarter to
'n 20-18.
hna scored first on a long pass
from Saxton to Thibedeau. Hillsdale came back with 87 and 65
yard scores by Ward and Young
respectively. Huston went over
from the 4 for Hillsdale to make
it 18-7 at the half.
After a scoreless third period
Alma drove to the one-foot line
from where Rex Roseman scored.
A short time later Saxton passed
to Cosgrove in the end zone for
the winning T.D.

Adrian, for years the push-over of the MIAA, has come up with a
team that can give anyone trouble. They have a big line and several
very hard running backs. Some say that Adrian had the breaks last
Friday but that's hardly fair. All four touchdowns were set up by missplays by the opposition. Adrian gained more ground than we did and
generally looked like they knew what they were doing.
Tbr.t was a hard game to lose because now the Hillsdale game this
Saturday is a must if we want any hope for a title. Of course Hillsdale
is behind the eight ball too. They got upset by Alma and have to win
from here in. The trouble is Hillsdale's having a homecoming and that
has a way of making teams play just a little better than usual. From
what I hear, half of Hope college is going to the game so maybe we
can counteract a little of that homecoming spirit. WHTC is going to
broadcast the game too.
We hear that Albion is having a little trouble with the eligibility
rules. They are rebuilding their team and have a terrific bunch of
freshmen. However seven of them didn't get a high enough grade on
their entrance test. Next year freshman eligibility will be based on
Vgh school records. Had Albion been able to get that rule through
his year their men would be eligible. Personally I'd like to see the old
reshman rule in effect. "No freshmen on varsity squads." That would
do away with a lot of these fellows who just drop around college to
play ball for a year.
Something new has been added. Spectators at a cross country meet.
Abjut fifiy loyal Hopeites turned out to watch the finish of last week's
meet with Adrian. And they weren't disappointed. Prof. Granberg has
agreed to coach the cross country team this year as Jack Schouten is
overloaded with his other work. The team looks stronger than last year
but other schools are likely to be up too.
I hear that the inter-frat council plans to start basketball around
Thanksgiving time and the bowling league before Christmas. It
sounds swell but just one more thing; wouldn't it be nice to have a
stopwatch at the basketball games!

HOPE STATIONERY

WHITE
CROSS
BARBER
SHOP

HOPE SEAL

Dutchmen Gain 13-7
Win At Monmouth
Hope's first out-of-state football
trip turned out very successfully to
the tunfc of a 13-7 victory over
Monmouth. Monmouth, a one or
two touchdown pre-game favorite,
was surprised by Hope's show of
power and was unable to do much
till the closing minutes of the
game. Hope's line outcharged Monmouth throughout most of the
game and was the key to the victory. Monmouth made most of her
gains on passing and off tackle
plays. Hope gained consistently
through the center of the line.
Hope completely dominated the
first half. Late in the first quarter
the Dutch took over on their own
30 and without attempting a single
pass drove 70 yards for a score.
Pfingstel went over from the 3 and
Holwerda's kick was wide. Hope
continued to move throughout the
second quarter. With seconds remaining in the half Yonker completed his only pass of the day to
Barrett for 28 yards and a score.
The point was good and Hope led
13-0.
Monmouth got Hope in the hole
early in the second half. At one
time Hope held for three plays on
their own one foot line. Hope could
not get her offense rolling and
Monmouth finally scored with three
minutes remaining. The Dutch took
the kickoff and made several first
downs which ran out the clock.
Final score — Hope 13, Monmouth
7.

Ivan Huyser and Don Vandenberg finished one-two as Hope
College defeated Adrian in the first
cross-country m e e t l a s t Friday.
Huyser's time over Hope's 3.9-mile
course was a very good 21:02
minutes. Taking three of the first
four places Hope went on to win
21-34.
Hope's team was under the direction of Prof. Lars Granberg.
Coach Jack Schouten found himself too busy as trainer of the
football team. He requested that
someone else take over the crosscountry team for the remainder of
the season. Prof. Granberg was a
track man in high school and is
very interested in working with
this year's team.
Adrian was running without
their star distance man, Larson.
Mark McNichols was their best
man, coming in third. Pete Kraak
of Hope took fourth. The other six
places were; Henry Colditz, Adrian, fifth; Collins Ottipoby, Hope,
sixth; G a r y S t o t s b e r g , Adrian,
seventh; H e n k P a r s o n , H o p e ,
eighth; Ray Collins, Adrian, ninth;
Edwin Reed, Adrian, tenth.
Hope's team will travel to Hillsdale for a meet this Saturday
morning. Hillsdale was fifth in the
conference last year directly behind Hope. Dual meets have no
bearing u p o n t h e final l e a g u e
standing.
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Net Tourney Goes
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Into Final Rounds
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The Hope College men's singles
tennis tournament is in the quarter finals round this week. The
tournament is being conducted by
Coach Harold Haverkamp to stimulate fall practice.
The final competition for the Duffer Wade gold medal is scheduled
for homecoming week-end. Four
letter winners from last year's
second place outfit are entered in
this fall meet. They are; Jack Tirrell, Ken Etterbeek, Eugene Barendse, and Bob Becksfort all of
Holland.
The results so far are as follows;
Firgt Round —
Barendse def. Burton 6-2, 6-0;
Ron Bos — bye; Etterbeek def.
Vande Wege 6-4, 6-2; Gnade def.
Fritzler 6-0, 6-3; Tirrell def. Harold Bos 6-0, 6-1; Votaw def. Niewsma, 9-7, 3-6, 6-2; Becksfort def.
Nyboer 6-1, 6-2; Zwemer def. Harrison 6-4, 6-0.
Second Round —
Tirrell def. Votaw 6-0, 6-1;
Becksfort def. Zwemer 6-3, 3-6,
7-B.
The reason the average girl
would rather have beauty than
brains is because the average man
can see better than he can think.
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The 1948 Hope College golf tournament is under way this week at
the Legion Memorial golf course
according to golf coach Albert
Timmer. Holland Memorial post
No. 188 has donated a trophy for
the winner of the annual 36-hole
event. Mr. Timmer hopes to have
the tournament completed by this
week-end.
Scores are given according to the
following; One point for low medal
score for the first 18 holes; one
point for the second 18 holes; and
two points for medalist for the 36
holes. One half point will be given
for the most pars and below pars
on the first 18 holes, the second 18
holes, and one point for the entire
36 holes. According to the above
scoring the winner would not have
to win the medal play.
The entrants in this fall's tournament are Bob Houtman, last
year's co-champ, Henry Visser,
Paul Mulder, Roy Zwemer, Don
Lindeman, Bob J a p p e n g a , B i l l
Kloote, Bill Miedema, Phil Fredrickson, James Fox, Dick Kuizenga, Vern Elliot, and Dick Huff.
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PLAY DAY
Last Saturday, Oct. 9, ten W.A.A. members traveled to Kalamazoo
to take part in the W.M.I.A.A.
play day. During the morning, volleyball, basketball, Softball, field
hockey and o t h e r s p o r t s were
played. One girl from each school
was represented on each team,
since there was no competition between the schools.
After dinner, which was served
in the cafeteria, a program was
presented by the girls. Each school
put on a skit. Refreshments served,
the girls returned to Holland at
4:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
Girls attending the W . M . I . A . A .
meet where Shirley Knol, Marjorie
Aardema, Mary Breid, Lynn Van
Weelden, J o a n S h e l l , Margaret
Moerdyke, S k i p H a r t l e y , Caryl
Curtis, Doris Koskamp and Elly
Short.

VOLLEYBALL
The Volleyball tournament is
under way with many teams participating. Notices will be posted
as to when the different teams will
play.
This week Friday, bowling will
start. The bowling teams will bowl
Friday afternoon from 2:00 o'clock
to 6:00 o'clock at the local bowling
alley. Girls interested in bowling
should contact Miss Van Domelen,
girls' gym instructor.

How desperately difficult it is to
be honest with oneself. I t is much
Wm. Draper (Grad. 48) Ownar easier to be honest with other people.
— Edward L. Benson.

